Criticality of colloids with distinct interaction patches: the limits of linear chains, hyperbranched polymers, and dimers.
We use a simple model of associating fluids which consists of spherical particles having a hard-core repulsion, complemented by three short-ranged attractive sites on the surface (sticky spots). Two of the spots are of type A and one is of type B; the bonding interactions between each pair of spots have strengths epsilon(AA), epsilon(BB), and epsilon(AB). The theory is applied over the whole range of bonding strengths and the results are interpreted in terms of the equilibrium cluster structures of the phases. In addition to our numerical results, we derive asymptotic expansions for the free energy in the limits for which there is no liquid-vapor critical point: linear chains (epsilon(AA) not equal to 0, epsilon(AB)=epsilon(BB)=0) , hyperbranched polymers (epsilon(AB) not equal to 0, epsilon(AA)=epsilon(B)=0) , and dimers (epsilon(BB) not equal to 0, epsilon(AA)=epsilon(AB)=0) . These expansions also allow us to calculate the structure of the critical fluid by perturbing around the above limits, yielding three different types of condensation: of linear chains (AA clusters connected by a few AB or BB bonds); of hyperbranched polymers (AB clusters connected by AA bonds); or of dimers (BB clusters connected by AA bonds). Interestingly, there is no critical point when in(AA) vanishes despite the fact that AA bonds alone cannot drive condensation.